Easy access:
Magnetic grille fixings

Ultra Discreet: Thin bezel

Easy to install:
‘Dog-leg’ fixings
Shallow depth:
less than 80mm
Easy to adjust:
1” swivel tweeter

INTRODUCING
Q Acoustics Install Performance In-walls
The Q Acoustics Install range offers both advanced product designs and the very best value in custom solution loudspeakers.
This is epitomised by the ultra-low distortion achieved through the use of a ‘Nano Particle’ cone material and other premium
features in these new Performance In-wall models. Closely related to Q Acoustics’ multi-award winning hi-fi and home cinema
products, the Q Install range perfectly reflects their simple but extremely successful formula - market leading performance and
superb value for money for both stereo and multi-channel installations, to see the full range please visit: www.QAcoustics.co.uk.
To order, please contact your Armour Home ASM or phone 01279 501111.

6.5” woofer
diameter

Advanced
‘Nano Particle’
cone material
6.5” speakers
supplied singly

8” stereo speaker
supplied singly

6.5” LCR speaker
supplied singly

8” subwoofer speaker
supplied singly

Model Number: Qi 65RP
Supplied with
rectangular grille

Model Number: Qi 80RP
Supplied with
rectangular grille

Model Number: QiLCR 65RP
Supplied with
rectangular grille

Model Number: QiSUB 80SP
Supplied with square grille

SPECIFICATIONS
Tweeter / Tweeter diameter:

Swivel / 1” (25mm)

Swivel / 1” (25mm)

Swivel / 1” (25mm)

n/a

Woofer diameter:

6.5”

8”

6.5” x 2

8.0”

Power handling (program):

15-75W

15-100W

15-100W

15-100W

Impedance (nominal) ohms:

8

8

8

8

Sensitivity dB spl (2.83V,1m):

85 (switchable HF)

88 (switchable HF)

87 (switchable HF)

88 (100Hz)

Response (Low freq) -3 dB:

65Hz

60Hz

65Hz

50Hz

Max rear depth: (mm)

79

95

85

99

Size: (mm)

306 x 219

365 x 263

511 x 221

287 x 287

Cutout (nominal): (mm)

275 x 187

335 x 233

483 x 193

248

Warranty:

5 years

5 years

5 years

5 years

Stock Code:

Qi2110

Qi2210

Qi2150

Qi2250

Nano Particle Technology
Advanced ‘Nano Particle’ technology, which delivers clear sonic advantages, is incorporated into the cone
material of the bass and midrange drive units used in Q Acoustics Install’s ‘Performance’ series loudspeakers.
Nano particles are incredibly small, typically 100 nanometres in diameter, (which means 2000 of them,
laid side by side, would be the same width as a human hair). Added to a conventional high quality cone
material, such as polypropylene, they diffuse throughout the mixture to form a new ‘nano-composite’ structure.
The resultant cone boasts enhanced mechanical properties such as; improved stiffness, reduced mass and
an incredible 75% higher tensile strength. These technical advances deliver a faster transient response and
reduced cone break up, leading to an exceptionally low distortion, transparent and dynamic sound.
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